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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welchen Zweck hat ein Projektbrief?
A. Bieten Sie eine solide Grundlage fÃ¼r die Initiierung des
Projekts
B. Beschreiben Sie, wie Ã„nderungen an Produkten gesteuert
werden
C. Beschreiben Sie die Berichtsanforderungen der verschiedenen
am Projekt beteiligten Verwaltungsebenen
D. Aktivieren Sie die Zusammenstellung des Projektmandats
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Linux administrator is attaching a new RHEL server to their
XtremIO storage array.
Which configuration setting should be changed?
A. Enable Logical Volume Manager
B. Modify the file system block size
C. Disable HBA Queue Depth
D. Disable I/O elevators
Answer: B
Explanation:
The block size for both Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) and
Cluster Synchronization
Services (CSS) voting files are 512 bytes. I/O operations to
these file objects are therefore sized as a multiple of 512
bytes.
This is of no consequence since the best practice with XtremIO
is to create volumes with
512e formatting.
References:https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h13497-o
racle-best-practices- xtremio-wp.pdf, page 22

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has high security needs, so the network architect
proposes dedicated Air Monitors (AMs). What is one additional
benefit of the AMs that the architect can explain?
A. The AMs can detect a broad range of RF interference and give
administrators help in determining the source.
B. If a nearby AP fails, the AM can automatically convert to AP
mode to fill in the coverage gap.
C. During normal operation, the AMs can support clients, as
well as detect and mitigate threats on any channel.
D. An AM can help in troubleshooting because it stores detailed
statistics about wireless traffic locally.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The UDS for contact resolution is enabled in the service
profile configuration of the Cisco
Unified Communications Manager. Which action can you execute
with your Jabber
Desktop?
A. search users
B. modify users
C. delete users
D. change users
Answer: A
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